PROCURE
TO PAY
F R O M

C ATA LO G
MANAGEMENT
TO

INVOICE MONITORING

Accelerate Procure to Pay Apps give you all the
means to put your spend under control. From the
creation of your products and services catalogs to
the management of the incoming invoices from
your vendors, simplify and automate each step of
the procurement process with Accelerate:

TIME SAVING ON
THE ENTIRE
ORDERING
PROCESS

Create your internal "Amazon-like" Webshop by
broadcasting catalogs imported by your suppliers
or by giving access to vendors online catalogs
(punch-out catalogs).

REDUCED
MAVERICK
SPENDING

Collect, process, and approve purchase
requisitions from anyone in your company based
on web catalogs or easy-to-use free forms.

PROCUREMENT
PROCESS
STANDARDIZATION

Create and follow purchase orders in close
collaboration with the internal requesters and
your vendors.

IMPROVED SPEND
TRANSPARENCY

Manage delivery of goods, check invoices, and
proceed with payment.
Check contract compliance, follow budget
consumption, analyze payments, monitor global
spending and much more thanks to the advanced
BI reports.
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OUR BEST-SELLING P2P APPS
CATALOGUE MGT & WEBSHOP

helps you create and manage Amazon like internal
catalogs that can be used for your Procurement
processes.
ORDER MANAGEMENT

helps you better manage your procurement cycle,
from the purchase requisitions to the delivery of the
ordered goods or services.

PROCURE
TO PAY

INVOICE MANAGEMENT

allows you to automate the management of your
invoices and provides advanced functionalities to
fasten and simplify invoice matching.

WORKFLOW ENGINE

provides advanced functionalities to create and
monitor all your Procurement contracts.

SYMO P2P

allows you to manage or collaborate to each step of
your Procure to Pay process from any mobile device,
wherever you are, whatever the time.

DISCOVER

SYNERTRADE

ACCELERATE

35+ composite APPS to build your procurement Information System and cover the
entire procurement process

SUPPLIER
RELATIONSHIP
MANAGEMENT

PURCHASING
INTELLIGENCE

SOURCE TO
CONTRACT
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